Assignment 11

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not satisfied this assignment.

Due on 2018-10-14 23:59 IST.

1. Use one of the following:
   - Falling off by the passerby
   - A passerby generates
   - Recalling seeing the passerby in the presentation
   - Rave animal
   - No, the question is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

2. What among the following is false about beginning and ending of a presentation?
   - Checking should generate intuition
   - Checking should be informative
   - Checking should be rhetorical
   - Checking should make the listener accent
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

3. What among those should not be done during presentation?
   - Begin with a pause
   - Never use poor sentence from memory
   - Maintain eye contact
   - Never break eye contact
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

4. What is the answer to question 3?
   - Christopher Marlowe
   - Ben Johnson
   - William Shakespeare
   - John Dryden
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

5. Answer the following which one contains the correct order of the process of a job interview?

   - Approval of C/Os
   - Company Tests
   - Screening of Applicants
   - Psychological Tests
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

6. Through an interview try to convince a person to select

   - Husband interview
   - Teacher interview
   - Nurse interview
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

7.value among those is not necessary to develop an interview technique?

   - Copies of resume
   - Interview letter
   - Test accommodations
   - Experience certificates
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

8. A person's skills can be identified by brainstorming with all the options mentioned below except

   - Cooperative culture
   - mutual
   - expertise
   - behavior
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

9. In a pressure situation assume describing how past achievements and future interests has a counted

   - Short
   - Oral
   - Casual
   - Directed
   - No, the answer is not mentioned
   - Accepted Answers

10. What should be the length of an address envy great source?

    - One or half page
    - Two pages
    - Five pages
    - Six pages
    - No, the answer is not mentioned
    - Accepted Answers

11. What is the answer to question 10?

    - No, the answer is not mentioned
    - Accepted Answers

    - One or half page